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How should you dress for your nextjob interview?
Insiders from conservative and creative industries share their advice

Four exp erts weigh in. . .
SAYS..'
THE TV CORRESPONDENT

THEFASHIoNDIR.ECToRSAY}
Kate Dimmock, Peopre SrvleMrcn
fashion director

Alina Cho, CN N national correspondent
and host of Fashion: Backstage Pass
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lts important to feel confideni with your interview

outfit. ln most settings, a fitted
dress with a three-quarter sleeve
in emerald or violet will be appropriate-jewel tones complement almost everyone
and are timeless. If you go with a sleeveless
dress, pair it with a slim, belted cardigan so your
arms arent bare. lt gives you that professional
feel, but is more comfort'abte than a traditional
suit. Heels in nude or a dark color and a not-too',.'
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straight off the

ronment,acoor-

dinating pants or skirt suit
is ideal. You can't go wrong with a
col Iared button-down-the col lar
frames the face, which is the feature
your interviewer will focus on. Add a
Iightweight sca rf for a pop of color.
Denim, activewear and graphic Emity
tees are never

IIer

appropriate."
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Thke: Pick a Collared,Shf
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ln a formal envi-

runway."

Kat Gritlin, founder of work style
blog Corporette.com

nder
of Perennia! Resources
I nternational, a recruitment
firm, and author of The
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THE BLOGGERSAYS...
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ing a suit says that you
had no idea what to wear.
But you can still play it safe in
clothes that are classic with a twist. A
simple dress that incorporates a bold
pattern and trendy accessories like
ankle strap peep-toes will create a stylish moment to be remembered. Never
feel Iike you have to dress as if you're

be the main focus, so my go-to
i"'':'

interview outfit for a corporate
is a black , gray or nav;f skirt suit.
For a blouse, think of button-front shirt colors
that conservative businessmen wear. Nude
-toe
look.
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Classic Pieces!

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: JEREMY FREEMAN/CNN;TROY WORD;310 PIX; COURTESY OF
COURTESY OF LIZANDRA VEGA
KAT GRIFFIN; AXELLE WOUSSEN/BAUER-GRIFFIN;

